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Evaluating your performed service and continuously improving your schedules can be one of 
the most complicated tasks at your agency; without accurate reporting its impossible to truly 
understand if the service you delivered actually met the needs of your riders. MTRAM Analysis is an 
intuitive and easy to use tool that provides you with business intelligence and robust running times 
analysis that enables you to effectively monitor and improve your service to better meet the needs 
of your riders.
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Monitor with Key Performance Indicators

MTRAM Analysis helps you monitor the 
adherence to your schedule. Leverage Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) such as service 
punctuality, frequency, or lost mileage to quickly 
identify areas of concern when the actual service 
delivered doesnâ€™t match the service you 
planned. 

Optimized Running Times

Armed with data from your CAD/AVL  
system, MTRAM Analysis uses a powerful algorithm 
to automatically calculate optimal running times. 
As running times can vary throughout the day, 
MTRAM Analysis further recommends optimal time 
bands. It helps you to easily compare planned vs. 
actual running times simultaneously.  

Driver Analysis

MTRAM Analysis enables you to monitor  
the efficiency of a drivers performance; track 
working time and overtime. 

The tool lets you monitor overtime for all 
employees and can track employee information 
such as full-time and part-time employment, 
age, categories, seniority, and residence. Driver 
absences can also be analyzed daily or by type.

Run Multiple Reports

MTRAM Analysis provides you with historical data 
you can use to evaluate the service you provide. 
Reports can be filtered and sorted to help analyze 
your costs, driver productivity, schedule and 
vehicle adherence as well as other key components 
of your system. 
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designs and develops 
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for transit systems 

that are proven to 

increase efficiency and 

reduce operation costs 
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passenger experience.
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MTRAM SCHEDULING

MTRAM Analysis helps you transform your service data into knowledge that 
can be used for strategic decisions.

Visit www.cleverdevices.com/mtram to learn more
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